
 

INFOSECURITY MEXICO 2021 WILL BE HELD IN OCTOBER 

 

February 15, 2020, Mexico City 

 

Reed Exhibitions Mexico, organizer of Infosecurity Mexico, today announced that the event 
scheduled for May 26 and 27, has been postponed to October 6 and 7, 2021 at Centro 
Citibanamex, Mexico City. This decision has been made based on the current health conditions. 

Commenting on the announcement, Juan Manuel Rodriguez, Show Director stated: “For Infosecurity 
Mexico, the health and safety of our partners, attendees and collaborators is our number one priority. 
Due to the current health scenario, we have made the decision to move Infosecurity Mexico to 
October, keeping in mind the recommendations of health authorities and being hopeful that the 
second half of the year will be more conducive for holding the event.” 
 
Reed Exhibitions has recently published its COVID-19 ‘Safety Shows’ Health & Safety Strategy, an 

update of its Re-Opening Events 5 Points Global Plan, which stablish the “what” and “how” to reduce 

and manage the assessed risk of COVID-19 at its events. “Our safety and hygiene measures and 

protocols have been created working hand in hand with international experts. We are confident that 

we will be able to have our face-to-face meetings in a framework of security and tranquility for all.” 

 
Infosecurity Mexico is a meeting place for the cybersecurity industry in Mexico.  It is a high-level and 

immersive experience where the most recognized leaders, experts and brands share their knowledge 

and latest innovations with the professional community seeking to increase and share their skills and 

knowledge with colleagues and friends, generating valuable relationships in a safe environment. 

“We know how important is to keep the industry active and updated.  We are committed to the 
entire community and will continue to offer high-level meeting and learning options in virtual formats 
throughout the coming months.” Rodriguez said. 

Reed Exhibitions would like to thank all the exhibitors, partners, attendees, suppliers, media, and 
staff. “Their trust and support drive us to build an even more robust business experience, where our 
participants can generate valuable relationships in a safe environment. Infosecurity Mexico 2021 
will be the quality event that the industry expects.” concluded Juan Manuel Rodriguez. 

https://www.reedlatam.com/MAILINGS/Coorporativo/PDF/ReedExhibitions-NormalSafety.pdf
https://www.reedlatam.com/MAILINGS/Coorporativo/PDF/framework_reOpening20_INFOSEC-ENG.pdf

